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PHP Documentation

www.php.net/documentation

Wealth of good well-written information

Web version is annotated with lots of useful 
comments by PHP experts

PHP gains a lot of its power from its libraries

These are fully documented towards the end 
of the document
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Exceptions

Seen how to write classes, abstract classes 
and interface classes

Exception classes allow one to signal errors 
to calling code

more versatile than simply printing out 
error messages

Defined in an analogous manner to Java and 
C++
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Exceptions
Defining exception classes

class NotAnAttack extends Exception {

	 public function __construct($GETRequest, $code = 0) {
	 	 parent::__construct($GETRequest, $code);
	 } // end of constructor function

} // end of exception class NotAnAttack
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Exceptions
Using exception classes

try {
  ..
  if (..) {
    throw new NotAnAttack();
  } // end of if-then
  ..
} catch(NotAnAttack $exn) {
  // handle/recover from error signal
} // end of try-catch
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Arrays

Arrays in PHP are defined using the array() 
keyword

Arrays in PHP (as in Javascript) are hash 
tables

So they map keys (ie. integers or strings) to 
values (ie. any PHP type)
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Arrays
$eg1 = array(“hello”, “hi”, “bagpuss”);

echo $eg1[0].”\n”;
echo $eg1[2].”\n”;

$eg2 = array(0 => “hello”, 1 => “hi”, 2 => “bagpuss”);

$eg3 = array(“hello” => 0, “hi” => 1, 2 => “bagpuss”);

echo $eg3[“hello”].”\n”;
echo $eg3[2];
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Arrays
Multi-dimensional arrays are defined 
similarly:

$eg4 = array(“greetings” => array(“hello”, “hi”, “bagpuss”),
             “goodbyes” => array(“bye”, “cat”));

$eg4[“greetings”][1];
$eg4[“goodbyes”][0];
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Input Validation

Whenever a client interacts with our code we 
need to perform input validation

is data as expected?

does the data have an expected format?

Most input data may be treated as a string 
value
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Regular Expressions

Regular expressions allow you to check the 
format of a string value

Idea is to define a pattern first

We then compare our input string against the 
pattern

if they match, our input string is valid
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Regular Expressions
PHP supplies us with the Perl-compatible 
regular expression library (ie. PCRE)

preg_match(“hello”, “hello”);

preg_match(“hello”, “hello world”);

preg_match(“hello”, “world hello”);

preg_match(“^hello”, ...);

preg_match(“hello$”, ...);

preg_match(“^hello$”), ...);
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Regular Expressions
Regular expressions can be very expressive

“[0-9]+”

“[0-9]+(\.[0-9]*)?”

“[a-zA-Z][0-9]{7}”

“\d+”

“\w[0-9]{7}”
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Regular Expressions
Also possible to match and capture substrings

$input = $_REQUEST[“data-input”];

preg_match(“(\w+),(\w+),[0-9]+”, $input, $matches);

echo $matches[0];

echo “Hello ”.$matches[1].$matches[2].”!”;
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Using Files in PHP
$file = fopen(“http://compeng.hud.ac.uk/scomcjp/indx.html”, “r”);

if (!$file) {
    throw new Exception(“Unable to open remote file”);
} // end of if-then

while (! feof($file)) {
  $line = fgets ($file, 1024);
  if (preg_match("<title>(.*)</title>", $line, $matches)) {
    $title = $matches[1];
    break;
  } // end of if-then
} // end of while-loop

fclose($file);
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File Uploading

Using forms you can have a client upload text 
or binary file data to your web site

Having uploaded a file, your web application 
may then store it permanently or process it 
in some way
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File Uploading: Forms
Need to use a form and an input element for 
file uploading to occur

<form method=”post” action=”process-file.php” 
                    enctype=”multipart/form-data”>
  ..
  <input type=”hidden” name=”MAX_FILE_SIZE” value=”3000”/>
  <input type=”file” name=”data-input”/>
  ..
</form>
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File Uploading: PHP
Use the $_FILES array to access uploaded files

$_FILES[“data-input”][“name”] // client-side file name

$_FILES[“data-input”][“type”] // mime-type of uploaded file

$_FILES[“data-input”][“size”] // uploaded file’s size

$_FILES[“data-input”][“tmp_name”] // temporary file name on the server
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File Uploading: PHP

Two PHP functions for validating and 
handling uploaded files

is_uploaded_file($_FILES[“data-input”][“name”])

move_uploaded_file($_FILES[“data-input”]
[“tmp_name”], $targetFile)
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